Tessellation-based art is an important technique for computer aided aesthetic patterns generation, and Voronoi diagram plays a key role in the preprocessing, whose uncertainty mechanism is still a challenge. However, the existing techniques handle the uncertainty incompletely and unevenly, and the corresponding algorithms are not of high efficiency; thus it is impossible for users to obtain the results in real time. For a reference image, a Voronoi aesthetic pattern generation algorithm with uncertainty based on cloud model is proposed, including uncertain line representation using an extended cloud model and Voronoi polygon approximation filling with uncertainty. In view of the different parameters, seven groups of experiments and various experimental analyses are conducted. Compared with the related algorithms, the proposed technique performs better on running time, and its time complexity is approximatively linear related to the size of the input image. The experimental results show that it can produce visually similar effect with the frayed or cracked soil and has three advantages, that is, uncertainty, simplicity, and efficiency. The proposal can be a powerful alternative to the traditional methods and has a prospect of applications in the digital entertainment, home decoration, clothing design, and various fields.
Introduction
Computational aesthetics is a major unsolved problem in computer science and engineering [1, 2] . Over the last decade, there has been increasing interest in using computational intelligence approaches to solve this problem [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Of those, tessellation-based Voronoi art is an important technique and can be widely applied in various fields, that is, architecture, jewellery design, fashion design, and so forth, and Voronoi diagram plays a key role in its preprocessing [9] . In fact, tessellation-based or area-based visual representations are common to many artistic works or computer-based visualization systems. Also, it would be beneficial to researchers to develop and test the computational intelligence algorithms for creating interesting and aesthetic images and videos based on Voronoi diagram.
In recent years, several approaches to create nicely looking patterns have been described in literature. For example, Kaplan first proposed Voronoi-based art and applied it to decorative design [10] ; the similar style includes portrait stylization [11] , image filer [12] , and inscribed curve [13] . These above methods fall into Voronoi generation with an accurate perspective. More recently, some uncertain methods with computational intelligence algorithms have been surfaced and received some attentions, such as the fuzzy border of Voronoi polygon [14] and the probabilistic Voronoi model [15, 16] . In addition, the uncertain Voronoi structure also exists in other techniques for computational aesthetics, and Isenberg [17] and Kim et al. [7] proposed the abstraction method, respectively. Based on this, Michael et al. provided a random method for Voronoi art [8] .
Nonetheless, each method has its own advantages, disadvantages, and applied situations. The existing methods with uncertainty are based on fuzzy set or probability statistics, and there are some drawbacks of the processing, and their results are unsatisfactory or even questionable in some cases. Firstly, the existing methods cannot completely capture the uncertainty in the Voronoi generation. The fuzzy Voronoi 2 Mathematical Problems in Engineering diagram theoretically extends the border as a transition region, which is still a continuous plane, not applicable to the image stylization, while the random Voronoi diagram only adds a shadow to the real boundary. In fact, the uncertainty includes fuzziness, randomness, and the connection of them. Thus, any partial solution to only one of these aspects that does not take the other into account is incomplete. Secondly, the existing methods with uncertainty are not very efficient. The rendering is point-based operation, which is simple but time-consuming and difficult to apply in real-time production. We believe that the mathematical representation of a concept with uncertainty is one of the foundations of computational intelligence, and uncertainty is an inherent part of Voronoi art in real world applications; then the aesthetic generation with uncertainty is still a challenge. Therefore, we should further extend and discuss the traditional approaches from a developmental point of view. Cloud model, different from statistical methods and fuzzy set methods, can handle such uncertainty in a better way, since it provides us with more design degrees of freedom, at least the second-order uncertainty.
In this context, we proposed an image-guided Voronoi aesthetic patterns with an uncertainty algorithm based on cloud model (iVPC for short). It is noted that what it meant is not the Virtual Private Cloud, and the cloud model is completely different from cloud computing. Our intentions are threefold: (1) how can the image-guided Voronoi art be produced using a cloud model-based algorithm? (2) What is a suitable configuration of the cloud model-based algorithm for image-guided Voronoi art? (3) How different types of Voronoi decomposition can affect the aesthetic qualities of the rendered images?
Cloud model, compared to similar techniques, fuzzy set and rough set, is a cognitive model between a qualitative concept and its quantitative instantiations and successfully used in various applications [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . The cloud model-based rendering consists of four main steps, including random reference points-based or image referencebased Voronoi decomposition, uncertain line representation using the extended cloud model, uncertain Voronoi polygon approximation filling, and then generating an aesthetic image with the Voronoi art style.
Our method satisfies the USE property, and it stands for uncertainty, simplicity, and efficiency: (1) the proposed method is involved as a novel technique with uncertainty using cloud model, although there have been some efforts in using computational intelligence algorithms. (2) The proposed method is very simple, and only the uncertain representation step on Voronoi polygon and its border are introduced into the classical Voronoi-based method. (3) From the perspective of running time, the proposed method is efficient, and its time complexity is approximately linear with the size of the original image for image-guided decomposition.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We describe our iVPC algorithm in detail: first uncertain line using cloud model in Section 2, next uncertain Voronoi polygon in Section 3, and then cloud model-based algorithm and its time complexity in Section 4. In Section 5, we investigate the parameter configuration and show several examples of the resulting images and then conduct four groups of experiments, including visual comparisons, time performance analysis, quantitative comparisons, and the user study. Finally, we discuss the results and give some ideas for future improvements in Section 6.
Uncertain Line Using Cloud Model
2.1. Cloud Model. Cloud model, proposed by Li et al. [18, 19] , is the innovation and development of membership function in fuzzy theory and uses probability and mathematical statistics to analyse the uncertainty [19] . In theory, there are several forms of cloud model, successfully used in various applications, including image processing, data mining, geological analysis, and knowledge engineering [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . However, the normal cloud model is commonly used in practice, and its theoretical foundation is the universality of normal distribution and bell membership function [18, 21] .
Let be a universe set described by precise numbers, and let be a qualitative concept related to . Given a number ∈ , which randomly realizes the concept , satisfies ∼ (Ex, En 2 ), where En ∼ (En, He 2 ), and the certainty degree of on is as below:
and then the distribution of on is defined as a normal cloud, and is as a cloud drop. The overall property of a concept (Ex, En, He) can be represented by three numerical characters of normal cloud model, expected value Ex, entropy En, and hyper-entropy He. Ex is the mathematical expectation of the cloud drop distributed in universal set. En is the uncertainty measurement of the qualitative concept, and it is determined by both randomness and fuzziness of the concept. He is the uncertain measurement of entropy, which is determined by randomness and fuzziness of entropy En [18] . It is worth noting that hyperentropy He of a cloud model is a deviation measure from a normal distribution; hence, the distribution of cloud drops can be regarded as a generalized normal distribution.
The kernel of normal cloud model is the transform between qualitative concept and quantitative data [21] , and it is realized by normal cloud generators. On one hand, forward normal cloud generator is the mapping from qualitative concept to quantitative values, and it produces the cloud drops to describe a concept when three numerical characters and the number of cloud drops are input. On the other hand, backward normal cloud generator provides the transformation from quantitative numerical values to quality concept, and a normal cloud model with three numerical characters is defined by computing mean, absolute central moment with the first order, and variance of sample data. Essentially, the normal cloud generators are two algorithms based on probability measure space [18] ; these processes are uncertain and cannot be expressed by a precise function. More information about normal cloud model can be obtained from [18] .
Uncertain
Line. According to the above idea, a line segment can also be represented by an extended cloud model, if considering it as a qualitative concept with the numerical characters. Arbitrary line is a part of a continuous domain in 2D plane, and an uncertain transformation from the quantitative value and the qualitative concept can be easily achieved using a cloud model. Based on the traditional Gaussian cloud model, we define the uncertain line and set of sampling points.
Given two endpoints of a line segment, that is, P 1 = ( 1 , 1 ) and P 2 = ( 2 , 2 ), where 1 , 1 , 2 , 2 are the coordinates, we can take the slope and the vertical intercept as a key concept to be expressed by cloud model, which is determined by (Ex , En , He ) and (Ex , En , He ). Consequently, a line segment would be defined by the parameter set { , } as below:
where Ex , Ex are the real values of slope and vertical intercept can be calculated by the following:
Once a vertical line is involved into the above equation, that is, 2 = 1 , the slope does not exist, the abscissa should be swapped with the ordinate, and the only thing is an if statement using matrix transposition in program implementation. Even so, the abscissa values of two endpoints in Voronoi polygons are almost impossibly the same.
Let , consisting of quantitative values, be a continuous domain in the plane, and let a line be the qualitative concept related to . For a line ∈ , it randomly realizes the concept , which is determined by the slope and the vertical intercept . In addition, , satisfy ∼ (Ex , En 2 ) and ∼ (Ex , En 2 ), where En ∼ (En , He 2 ) and En ∼ (En , He 2 ), and the certainty degree of on is as below:
Each random realization of a concept is expressed by a set of points; then the distribution of on is defined as an extended Gaussian cloud model, and is as the certainty degree. For simplicity, we only take one point instead of a set of points. ( , ) ( = 1, 2, . . . , ) denotes the selected point on the th random realization, corresponding to the line , and is the number of random process. The point set {( 1 , 1 ), ( 2 , 2 ), . . . , ( , )}, corresponding to all the cloud drops, constitutes a cloud concept on the line, and the approximate entity can be called uncertain line.
Different cloud drops, with various parameters and from a Gaussian cloud model, correspond to different slope and intercept, and all of these cloud drops are one of forms on the line segment in 2D space. A given line segment can be approximated by discrete cloud drops using a generation algorithm, and then the quantitative value and the qualitative concept can be transformed to each other uncertainly. The detailed algorithm is as follows.
Step 1. Given P 1 and P 2 , swap the abscissa with the ordinate if 2 = 1 .
Step 2. According to (3) Step 3. Generate a normal random number En using the expectation En and the variance He 2 and another random number using the expectation E and the variance En 2 .
Step 4. Generate a normal random number En using the expectation En and the variance He 2 and another random number using the expectation Ex and the variance En 2 .
Step 5. For the selected point on the th random realization , obtain the abscissa value = rand(1)( 2 − 1 ) + 1 , where rand(1) denotes a random number in [0, 1], and then calculate the ordinate value = + .
Step 6. Calculate the certainty degree using (4) and then take this line with certainty degree as a cloud drop on the concept , and ( , ) is one of the discrete random samples. Of course, the number of cloud drops increases by 1.
Step 7. Repeat Steps 3 to 6 until the number of cloud drops reaches the predefined value .
Given the endpoints P 1 = (0, 1) and P 2 = (4, 9), the expected values are calculated as Ex = 2 and Ex = 1, and the other numerical characters are fixed as En = 0.1 Ex = 10He and En = 0.1 Ex = 10He . We can generate 50 cloud drops, and the location relations between the sample points and the line are drawn on the coordinate system. As shown in Figure 1 (a), these sample points are around the line segment with a nonuniform distribution. Intuitively, most of offset values between the sample points and the line segment are acceptable, and then a concept "near or around the line segment" is achieved. In this point of view, an uncertain representation of a line segment is feasible and reasonable using the extended cloud model.
Next, we generate 500 cloud drops, and the relations among , , and are listed in Figure 1(b) . With the increase of and , is also increased. The distribution of cloud drops near the peak is more intensive, and these cloud drops contribute more to representing the concept. It is noted that the certainty degree is a fuzzy measure on the concept, whose calculation itself is a fuzzy process (as Step 6) , and this fuzzy measure characterizes the membership degree of sampling and reflects the value ranges of the accepted sample points on the domain space. But other than the pure fuzzy problems, randomness is also involved, since the sample points depend on the abscissa values of random sampling, as Step 5, the random measure indicates the dispersion of cloud drops representing a line concept.
Furthermore, the relations among , , and are listed in Figure 1 (c). Different groups of cloud drops play the different roles to the same concept, and there is a thick and dense distribution around the peak. With the slope and the intercept closing to the expected values Ex , Ex , the certainty degree of cloud drop is also larger, and it is coincident with the result in Figure 1 (b). In fact, → 1, → 1 with → Ex , → Ex , and there is a close correlation between these two according to (4) . The determination on the slope and the intercept is a random process, characterizing the dispersion degree of the line sampling, but it is not just a pure random problem; the associated certainty degree reflects the fuzziness.
In general, cloud model studies the randomness of membership grade, which is considered as fuzziness, randomness, and the connection of them. The proposed processing of randomness and fuzziness is not independent, and then it would take into account the correlation of them. The probabilistic Voronoi methods used expectation, variance, and other statistical characteristics, which reflected the randomness, but did not touch the fuzziness. While the fuzzy Voronoi theory calculated the membership degree using an accurate method, it failed to capture the randomness. We represent an uncertain line using cloud model and take into account the fuzziness, the randomness, and the relationship in between. Cloud model-based method can describe the concept "near a line segment," which is more in accord with human cognition.
There is not a simple line processing in the Voronoi boundaries, and then an intuitive idea is to process and draw each boundary sequentially. Given a Voronoi polygon with four vertexes, P 1 = (0, 1), P 2 = (4, 9), P 3 = (2, −15), and P 4 = (−1, −5), the uncertain expression is shown in Figure 2 , and the sample points approximate the four lines. 
Uncertain Voronoi Polygon Using Cloud Model

Image-Guided Voronoi Decomposition. For image-guided
Voronoi art, the generation of Voronoi diagram is completely dependent on the image content. There exist various techniques, including image segmentation [23] and half-tone processing [24] . In the following, we use the Floyd-Steinberg dithering algorithm [25] since it is a simple, popular, and efficient method based on error diffusion. If involving the user interaction, Photoshop and other popular software can also be used to obtain a half-tone image.
Mathematical Problems in Engineering As shown in Figure 3 (a), the IE logo is processed by Floyd-Steinberg dithering algorithm. The pixels with nonzero grayscale values are selected and their coordinate values are as the reference points to generate Voronoi polygons. The number of the reference points is denoted by , which is automatically determined by the Floyd-Steinberg algorithm. Then the Voronoi decomposition is generated with an outerboundary constraint, and we use the VoronoiLimit method proposed by Jakob [26] . The decomposition result is shown in Figure 3 (b), where the dot represents a reference point, and the dotted line represents a new constrained boundary.
We call the above decomposition supervised decomposition, which is image-guided. Moreover, the reference point can be also produced by a random method, that is, unsupervised decomposition.
Given the width , the height ℎ, and the density factor , the reference points are randomly generated, and the Voronoi decomposition result is varied for each different running. The number of the reference points is = round(ℎ ).
Figure 3(c) shows an example of unsupervised decomposition; there is a rectangular area containing an internal hole. Also for simplicity, we investigate the parameters with the unsupervised decomposition in Section 5.
Uncertain Voronoi Aesthetic Patterns.
After the Voronoi polygons are determined by Voronoi decomposition, the rendering can be done in a natural way. A line from each reference point to each sample point is drawn and filled one by one, and all lines in each polygon are drawn with the same color, while different polygons are rendered with various colors. Then the aesthetic patterns with different styles can be produced.
Taking the quadrilateral in Figure 2 as an example, the reference point is the centroid of the polygon P r = (5/4, −5/2); the filling result is shown in Figure 4 (a). The lines mainly cover the triangular region determined by the endpoints of the line and the reference point. But the distribution of lines is not uniform, and some are sparse and some are intensive. In other words, the number of cloud drops may affect the aesthetic patterns.
In the case of enough number of cloud drops, we add an extra parameter related with the certainty degree, that is, intensity factor , and the aesthetic pattern can be controlled by removing the cloud drops and their sample points, whose certainty degree is less than .
Similarly, all uncertain lines are processed one by one, and the polygons are rendered with various styles. Although the method is very simple, there are two problems not solved: (1) near the vertices of polygons, the sample points from the adjacent borders are different; then the filling would cause the cross or overlap of lines. (2) The iterative rendering is of low efficiency and is time-consuming. To avoid the weaknesses and improve the algorithm performance, we provide the following method to process the uncertain polygon, which is an improved version of the uncertain line.
Given the -sided polygon of a Voronoi decomposition, the vertex set {P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P } ( ≥ 3), and its centroid P r = ( , ) (also as the reference point), the sides are determined by P 1 P 2 , P 2 P 3 , . . . , P −1 P , P P 1 , and each side is represented by cloud drops according to the previous section; then the polygon corresponds to sample points. Consequently, all the cloud drops are determined by a point set {( 1 , 1 ), ( 2 , 2 ), . . . , ( , )}, and their polar angles can be calculated as below:
where = 1, 2, . . . , .
Once the polar angles are obtained, all sampling points are ordered and reorganized clockwise, taking the reference point as the center, and the duplicate samples are removed; then a polygon is simultaneously filled by the fill() function in Matlab.
Following this step, the aforementioned quadrilateral is filled, and 200 cloud drops are generated. The result is shown in Figure 4 (b); there are rough boundaries instead of the original accurate ones. As shown in Figure 4 (c), there is the detail with an enlarged scale near P 4 . The number of sampling points is enough, but the fill result is delicate, without halting and with no overlapping.
The Proposed Algorithm
The Overview of iVPC Algorithm.
To sum up, the proposed iVPC algorithm includes five main steps, and it is described as the following.
Step 1 (initialization). The parameters include the type of Voronoi decomposition, the numerical characteristics of cloud model [ , ] and [ , ] , the number of cloud drops , the number of the reference points which is denoted by , the intensity factor , the colormap, and the selected background color. It should be noted that is determined by the width , the height ℎ, and the density factor for unsupervised decomposition, while, for supervised decomposition, is autoset by the Floyd-Steinberg algorithm.
Step 2 (Voronoi decomposition). For image-guided decomposition, the reference points are produced by FloydSteinberg dithering algorithm. For unsupervised decomposition, the reference points are produced randomly. Then Voronoi polygons are obtained.
Step 3 (uncertain line). For the th Voronoi polygon, the cloud drops and sample points for sides are generated by the method in Section 2.
Step 4 (uncertain Voronoi polygon). Voronoi polygon is approximated and filled using the method in Section 3.
Step 5 (loop). The counter is incremented by = + 1. Repeat Steps 3 and 4 until all the Voronoi polygons are processed; that is, = .
Time Complexity.
Step 1 is a simple initialization; the time complexity is (1), and it is not the key step when analysing the time performance.
Step 2 is the necessary time cost for all of algorithms on Voronoi art generation, which depends on the decomposition technique. Theoretically, this step can be as a preprocessing. In Step 3, cloud drops consume the time of order ( ), and for a -sides polygon, the iteration takes time ( ). In Step 4, the time cost in a single loop is mainly the sort of polar angle; the average time is (( ) log( )), and the other operations take time ( ) in the worst case, and (1) in the best case. In addition, Steps 3 and 4 are repeated times. Thus, the time complexity of these two steps would approximatively be ( ). Although is different for all the Voronoi polygons, it is not very large, generally less than 6. That is to say, ≪ . In general, our algorithm costs time ( ). More accurately, it is (ℎ ) in the case of unsupervised decomposition, and ≪ ℎ is necessary for aesthetic reason; we will further investigate this point. A similar condition is also necessary for image-guided decomposition; that is, cannot be too large. Therefore, the time complexity of the proposed algorithm is approximately linear with the size of the original image for image-guided decomposition, and the time complexity analysis indicates that our method is of high efficiency.
Experimental Results
Parameter Configuration.
In order to investigate the parameter configuration of the proposed algorithm, both image-guided decomposition and unsupervised decomposition are considered, and we conduct seven groups of experiments.
Group 1.
In this group, we test the density factor for unsupervised decomposition. Given ℎ = = 128, three aesthetic patterns are generated using = 0.001, 0.01, 0.05, respectively. As shown in Figure 5 (a), it is indicated that the lower the density factor, the larger the area of the Voronoi Mathematical Problems in Engineering polygon and the less aesthetics the result pattern. While when the density factor is too high, the area of Voronoi polygon should be too small and an inordinate number of the reference points and extremely time-consuming performance would be inevitable, an example is shown in Figure 5 (c).
Therefore, a moderate density factor is beneficial to the aesthetic effect. The whole image is as Figure 5 (b), which is with a proper density of reference points, a reasonable number of polygons, and better aesthetics. For detailed analysis, a subimage from 8 Mathematical Problems in Engineering Figure 5 (b) is listed in Figure 5 (c), which is with an enlarged scale. As can be seen from Figure 5 (c), the edge or border is soft or uncertain as well as frayed (referred to in [8] ). In the proposed method, the default value of density factor is fixed as = 0.01. Furthermore, we analyse the reason to fix the parameter in detail. Given the desired height ℎ and width , the number of reference points can be determined according to the density factor , and then the average area of each Voronoi polygon can be calculated. We set the related parameters as ℎ ∈ {32, 64, 128, 256, 512, 1024, 1440, 1920}, ∈ {32, 64, 128, 256, 512, 768, 900, 1080}, and ∈ {0.001, 0.005, 0.01, 0.1, 0.5}. As can be seen from Figure 5 (e), for each , the average area of Voronoi polygon is increased with a larger ℎ or , and it shows a tendency toward stabilization. Also, we investigate the combined influence of image size (ℎ as one index) in log-log scale coordinates system; the similar result can be obtained from Figure 5 (f). With image size varying from 1 to 10 4 , the average area of Voronoi polygon is increased with a lower . However, too large polygon would result in less aesthetic effect. According to the following groups, we generate a result image with default size of 128 × 128, then the area of Voronoi polygon is about 100 dots with the total area 16384 dots, and the proportion of each polygon shares about 6%. Therefore, we fix the density factor = 0.01 by keeping a good balance between aesthetic effect and time complexity. Certainly, the density factor is still an open parameter. For a given image size, one can estimate and obtain the optimal according to Figures 5(e) and 5(f).
Group 2.
In this group, we investigate the intensity factor , which determines the number of the removed cloud drops. Two aesthetic patterns with unsupervised decomposition are generated using = 0.0, 0.9406, respectively. The results and the corresponding details are shown in Figure 6 . With = 0.0, none of cloud drops are removed from the set of sample points; the result image in Figure 6 (a) is very delicate and with very few black backgrounds, and the Voronoi borders in Figure 6 In the normal cloud model, each cloud drop contributes the concept differently. In Figure 6 (e), we present a visual result from a statistical view. Given Ex = 0, En = 0.1, He = 0.01, we generate 1000 cloud drops, and the procedure runs 1000 times. We count the number of cloud drops falling into a given interval, such as In addition, we repeat this procedure with three other cloud models, Ex = 2, En = 0.1, He = 0.01, Ex = 4, En = 0.5, He = 0.1, and Ex = 8,En = 10,He = 1. The statistical results are listed in Table 1 . With a proper He/En, the distributing proportion of cloud drops in each interval is generally the same.
In fact, the Gaussian function satisfies three-sigma rule, and, as a consequence, normal cloud model has 3En rule. The majority of cloud drops lie within the interval [Ex − 3En, Ex + 3En], and, specifically, cloud drops within the interval [Ex − 0.67En, Ex + 0.67En], called the backbone elements, only account for 22.33% of the universe set but contribute 50% of the cloud model. Then, cloud drops within the interval [Ex−En, Ex+En] make up 33.33% of the universe and contribute 68.26% of the cloud concept. For these cloud drops, the threshold of the certainty degree is 0.6065, that is, the intensity factor in the proposed algorithm. Additionally, about 11.11% of cloud drops are within 0.33En away from Ex and contribute 25.86% of the cloud concept; then the intensity factor is 0.9406. Similarly, other cases can be also calculated. To obtain the universal aesthetics, the default value of intensity factor is fixed as = 0.6065 in the proposed method.
While with an extreme He/En, the distributing proportion of cloud drops is quite different, as shown in the latter four rows of Table 1 . In this condition, the corresponding Mathematical Problems in Engineering cloud model is atomized. In Group 5, we will further discuss this condition.
Group 3.
In this group, we try to provide a study on the color schemas for the proposed method. All the above results used the color schema of the Jet colormap and the black background, which is default for the unsupervised decomposition. Besides that, the summer colormap, the gray colormap, and the white background are also tested. Three aesthetic patterns are generated, as shown in Figure 7 In most cases of image-guided decomposition, the distribution of Voronoi polygons is dense, and a too bright color is not conducive to the rendering of image objects; then the color schema is with the summer colormap and the black background, which is the default for the image-guided decomposition. In general, the experimental results suggest that the color schema is more important to image-guided decomposition than unsupervised decomposition. Certainly, any other color schemas are also optional, and it is an open problem.
Group 4.
In this group, we investigate the number of the cloud drops , which is also very important to the time performance of the proposed method, as mentioned above. Two aesthetic patterns with unsupervised decomposition are generated using = 10, 5000, respectively. The results and the corresponding details are shown in Figure 8 . With = 10, sample points cannot well approximate the lines; the filling result in Figure 8 (a) is too rough, and there are larger void spaces near the border, as the black patches in Figure 8 (b). With = 5000, the number of sample points in Figure 8 (c) is excessive, the overlapping between each couple of polygons is very common, and then the uncertainty of the lines and polygons is weaken, as shown in Figure 8 Figure 6 (d), they are similar in aesthetics effect, although the former is used with a less number of the cloud drops and the latter is with a higher intensity factor. In fact, most of the cloud drops and the sample points are still removed even given a higher intensity factor and a larger number of the cloud drops, and it is equivalent to the case of a less number of the cloud drops.
Taking the above endpoints of a line segment as an example, that is, P 1 = (0, 1) and P 2 = (4, 9), the reference point is P r = (5/4, −5/2), and we generate cloud drops with varied cloud model (the entropy [1/ , 1/ ] and the hyper-entropy [0.1/ , 0.1/ ] ). The procedure is repeated 1000 times, and the number of cloud drops increases 5 iteration by iteration. In other words, the number of cloud drops is varied from 1 to 5000. For each iteration, we record the mean squared error (MSE) between the cloud drops and the real values in the line P 1 P 2 . The results are shown in Figure 8 (e), and for the reference, the average MSE is also drawn. With the number of cloud drops less than 500, the MSE values are fluctuated violently, which leaves the uncertain process in an unstable state. Meanwhile, a larger number of cloud drops would result in to be more timeconsuming according to the time complexity. Thus, a modest about 500 to 1000 is beneficial. In the proposed method, the default value of the number of cloud drops is fixed as = 500.
Group 5.
In this group, we investigate the numerical characteristics of the cloud model, and an improvement is added into the proposed algorithm. Two aesthetic patterns with unsupervised decomposition are generated; the results are shown in Figure 9 . Given both the entropy and the hyper-entropy [0, 0] , the cloud model has degenerated into a normal distribution; the uncertainty is completely evaporated and equivalent to the certain and accurate processing, as the traditional method does. From Figure 9 (a), the aesthetic effect is identical with the classical Voronoi art.
From another perspective, cloud drops present a generalized Gaussian distribution when He < En/3; the corresponding cloud model is generally suitable for the representation of qualitative concept. Conversely, cloud drops appear in atomized state in case of He > En/3, the samples seriously deviate from Gaussian distribution, and then a cloud concept is difficult to reach and achieve. As shown in the latter four rows of Table 1 , the distributing proportion of cloud drops is quite different from a normal cloud model. Thus, we should avoid this condition using parameter setting.
We present an example with both the entropy and the hyper-entropy [5, 5] , the cloud model has satisfied the atomized condition, and the result image has none of aesthetics. Sample points cannot effectively approximate the Voronoi polygons, and it fails to represent lines and fill polygons with uncertainty, as shown in Figure 9 (b). From this perspective, an additional step should be introduced into Step 4 in Section 4, besides the intensity factor of the certainty degree, that is, filtering cloud drops and sample points outside the polygons. This step ensures that the proposed algorithm is robust even if involving invalid values of the entropy or the hyper-entropy. As a result, another aesthetic style is generated.
Furthermore, we generate another aesthetic pattern with the entropy [0.1, 0.1] and the hyper-entropy [0.01, 0.01] ; the result is shown in Figure 9 (c). With the constant and nonzero values of entropy and hyper-entropy, the rendering result is low-aesthetic, although the condition of the generalized Gaussian distribution is satisfied. Obviously, the result image is asymmetric, and its left is more delicate. This is because and are generated by constant numerical characteristics of cloud model, and these two parameters approximate the real values at different levels, and then the left sample points with smaller would be the lower deviation from the real line, according to = + . Otherwise, the right sample points would be the higher deviation. Thus, the right half plane appears rougher than the left. To void this problem, at least one of entropy and hyper-entropy is fixed as a reduction function related to the positions of reference points.
Considering P 1 = (0,1) and P 2 = (4,9) with the reference point P r = (5/4, −5/2) as the starting, the expected values are calculated by (2) , and then we generate 1000 cloud drops; half of them are from fixed cloud models with the entropy For further observation, we also show an enlarged scale for the 8th line, and, in this state, we could vaguely see the drops from variable cloud models. That is to say, the drops from variable cloud models cluster around the represented line, and they are covered by those from fixed cloud models, which seriously spread along the line. With the increment of and position, the distribution on drops from fixed cloud models is more dispersed. Additionally, we list the average MSE values between cloud drops and real values of lines. As can be seen from the -log system in Figure 9 (e), with a smaller coordinate values, the average MSE value of fixed cloud model seems to be less than that of variable cloud model, while, with the increase of coordinate values, variable cloud models achieve absolutely smaller average MSE values. When the and position is about 500, the fixed cloud models produce 1000 times average MSE value as much as 
Group 6.
In this group, we render three Voronoibased images with various shapes. For all of the patterns, the size is as ℎ = = 128. The first one is a rectangle and its central part is blown-up, determined by (40, 70), (40, 50), (60, 50), (60, 70). The decomposition result is listed in Figure 3(c) , and the final pattern is shown in Figure 10 (a), with a high and aesthetical quality. The second is an irregular area surrounded by the parabola = 0.05( − 64)
2 + 1 and the line = 128. The output in Figure 10 (b) remains generally satisfactory, with only fewer faulty borders because of the shape constraint. The last is a disk determined by ( −64) 2 +( −64) 2 ≤ 64 2 , and the result is also acceptable, as shown in Figure 10 (c). In summary, these aesthetic patterns indicate that the proposed algorithm can tolerate various shape constraints and generate a relatively comfortable visual effect. In theory, any area with any shape constraint can obtain similar stylized image through the proposed method, which provides possible applications in various fields, such as tessellation-based image stylization, image mosaic, and Voronoi art.
Group 7.
Using the proposed algorithm, four images are processed, and the result images are listed in Figure 11 , attached by the original images. As shown in Figures 11(a) and 11(d) , the positions of the background pixels are as the coordinates of the reference points, while those of the object pixels are in Figures 11(c) and 11(b) . To be clear, there is the result of the IE logo image in Figure 11 (a), whose half-tone image is as mentioned above in Figure 3(b) , and another result is attached in the Supplementary Material. Summarily, these results are favourable, and all of them demonstrate the high aesthetics effect, which is similar to the stroke based painterly rendering, but different from the existing methods.
Visual Comparisons.
This subsection provides a qualitative comparison of our output against the relative methods. All of methods, including the traditional method, the FCD Figure 12 (f) by the FCD method appears in rotational symmetry, where each reference point is the center of symmetry. Although it is regular and organized, the handling of the uncertainty is too rigid, and there are signs that the result is man-made and artificial. Compared with the FCD method, our method in Figure 12 (d) handles the uncertainty using cloud model and makes the result closer and more harmonious with the nature. In fact, the user study in the following is also indicating that our results are more like an effect with the frayed or cracked soil. However, we do not mainly focus on evaluating aesthetics of the generated patterns, and our method still captures the uncertainty better than the existing methods.
Time Performance Analysis.
In this subsection, we investigate the running time of the proposed method. We run 10 times to get mean values for each group of parameters. The running times are listed in Table 2 the classical method is the fastest, but noneffective, and none of the uncertainty is handled, which can be seen from the above sections. For a novel visual effect, our method and the FCD method spend much time to replace the rendering operation in the traditional method, and the running time increases inevitably. The FCD method is the most timeconsuming, even its time cost is about 50 times as much as the cost of the proposed method. With a larger size of the input image, our method is more time-saving than the FCD method. Specifically, the FCD method cannot obtain the output spanning 4 hours in the case of 512 × 512 and we label the time > 14400 seconds as shown in Table 2 .
The results of Table 2 are also supported by the theoretical analysis on the time complexity. The FCD method takes the pixel as the basic processing unit, the outer loop iterates ℎ times, and the innermost loop to find the reference point for each pixel scans each Voronoi polygon, which costs the time ( ) at least. Thus, the time cost of the FCD method is about ( ℎ ) ( ( ℎ 2 2 ) for the unsupervised decomposition), which is the quadratic complexity of the size of the input image, and more time-consuming than ours (ℎ ).
To further investigate the time performance, we provide an analysis on the change of time costs varied with image size (i.e., ℎ ). The original data is from Table 2 . Using the polyfit() function in Matlab, we try to construct a straight line that has the best fit to these data points. The results are shown in Figure 13 , and the fitting result of the FCD method has been moved since it is far from a straight line, suffers a startling deviation, and seriously influences the illustration of the results by ours and the classical method. Clearly, our method shows a good performance to line fitting. Theoretically, in some extension, it has a significant linear correlation with the image size.
It would be specially mentioned that ℎ here corresponds to the size of the input image for image-guided decomposition, but not the image resolution or size of the generated result. Our method uses the technique of vector drawing and can be saved as various vector format, which can be chosen by users; for example, the scanning precision of EPS (Encapsulated PostScript) reaches 600 DPI (Dots Per Inch). In a way, the proposed method is efficient from the view of running time and can be approximatively satisfied by the need of the real-time applications, because our method runs with less time cost and the generated visual results are acceptable.
Quantitative Comparisons.
In this subsection, we use five indexes to provide a quantitative comparison, including Benford's law index [27] , fractal dimension index [28] , Shannon entropy index [29] , global contrast factor index [30] , and Kolmogorov complexity index [31] . The result images in Section 5.2 are involved, and the total number is 200, in which our method, the classical method, and the FCD method account for 40%, 40%, and 20%, respectively. Because of randomness, we record the score of each image and then average them according to the used method. For comparison purposes, each row of the score of each measure is normalized. The quantitative evaluation results are listed in Table 3 . Benford's law index is the measure of the distribution of intensity of pixels. The index score gradually reduces in the order of the classical method, the FCD method, and our method, and the corresponding average deviation becomes larger and larger. Images with a higher index were considered complex, and images with a lower one were more uncertain. Our results show the uncertainty with the lowest index . The Shannon entropy index rewards images with a uniform distribution of brightness values, and our results obtain the highest of all, while the classical results are the lowest. From this perspective, our method generates the patterns with more uncertainty. The global contrast factor calculates and values contrast on various resolutions of an image, and a lower contrast index reflects a lower aesthetic effect. The index score of the proposed method ranks first, followed by the FCD method and the classical method, and it is indicated that our method generates the results with the highest aesthetics. The Kolmogorov complexity index and the Shannon entropy index complement each other; their results reflect the similar meaning. Overall, our method is certainly more efficient from the perspective of uncertain or frayed visual effect, since it achieves a higher index (the distribution of intensity of pixels is more deviated from Benford's law), a lower index (more uncertain), a higher index and index (nonuniform distribution of brightness values), and a higher index (higher aesthetic effect). However, quantitative measure of aesthetics remains a challenging task, although for specific image applications some recent progress has been made in this direction. Still, the main purpose by the quantitative comparison in Table 3 is to assess the difference between pair of the aesthetic patterns generated by different methods, and it should not be strictly limited to scores of the various styles. In other words, the quantitative measure of aesthetics is a necessary and beneficial complement to the visual comparison and the user study. For a full evaluation of the new artistic preprocessing technique, we design a user study involving both amateur users with some art knowledge and professional art students, as the following subsection.
The User Study.
Humans are an integral part of defining what is aesthetic; thus we employ a user study to assess the performance in this subsection. Using the provided GUI, the users control the type of Voronoi decomposition and fix the parameters. Each user is required to obtain 50 images independently. Then, the study asked the users to score each image according to a sliding scale of measure value, using a Likert scale in the range [0 10], and 10 means a perfect result. A total of 100 users participated in this investigation; they volunteered from our university, and there are 87 computer majors, 5 undergraduates in digital media, 5 professional teachers of artistic design, and 3 digital media enthusiasts. The evaluation covers threefold: (1) visual effect: we asked the user to score the aesthetic feeling of each result, and 10 means the most aesthetic. (2) Response time: each participant is asked to score the satisfaction of running time, and 10 means the most satisfied. (3) Usability: the users choose a score to measure the possibility of the generated patterns used in real applications, and 10 means the most possible. Figure 14 (a) shows a summary of the survey results, and Figure 14 (b) shows two most pleased results, used in computer background and mobile wallpaper. The computer majors score the highest visual effect, and the average score of the visual effect is more than 7.5. For the subjectivity of the aesthetics problem, our work is only based on the opinions of our colleges and students who have seen our patterns. The users are generally satisfied with the performance of the proposed method, and majority of them said that our results were looking nicely and more like an effect with the frayed or cracked soil. The response time cannot perfectly meet the most demanding of the computer majors, that mark the lowest for this measure. The average score of the response time is more than 6.5, and the professional teachers of artistic design show that the response time of the proposed iVPC method is acceptable, since they often encountered the longer wait at work. The average score of the usability is above 8, and the computer majors are pleased to take these results as wallpapers (see Figure 14(b) ), and the others also think the generated patterns are helpful to their daily designs. In summary, the user study shows a good performance of the proposed method.
Summary and Conclusion
In this paper, an uncertainty algorithm based on cloud model for image-guided Voronoi aesthetic patterns has been proposed. As a computational intelligence tool, cloud model handles the uncertainty more completely and more freely, and it cannot be considered as randomness compensated by fuzziness, fuzziness compensated by randomness, second-order fuzziness, or second-order randomness. To obtain the default parameters, we conduct seven groups of experiments to test the proposed method. Using both visual and quantitative comparisons, we prove the efficacy of the proposed method using two groups of experiments. Compared with the related methods, experimental results show that the Voronoi-based aesthetic patterns with soft borders can be generated by using the new technique. Also, the proposed iVPC algorithm has better performance on running time, and its time complexity is approximatively linear related to the size of the input image. The real engineering applications using the proposed algorithm, such as home decoration and clothing design, are under the investigation and implementation and would be reported in the future. Nevertheless, we still see a good potential that the soft rendering technique could be applied to diagrams from computer-based visualization and graphics.
There are a couple of issues that should be considered in the proposal: (1) the proposed method used a considerable number of line drawing, and the vector output consumes more file storage space. For the input image with size of 256 × 256, the output file needs about 30MB. Thus, how to generate other formats, for example, SVG (Scalable Vector Graphics), and reduce the file space is one of the useful extensions. (2) The proposed method is implemented in Matlab, and other languages for engineering applications should be employed, for example, C++ and Java. Then, how to integrate with the existing software is another feasible direction. The extension of the technique is currently under investigation and will be reported later.
